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Against Endocrinology’s Glandular 
Disease-Reference Range Paradigm; 

Towards a New Clinical Endocrinology 

1 The Nature and Role of Paradigms in the Sciences 

A paradigm is a set of assumptions, concepts, and theories that define a subject and how it should be 

studied. It is the philosophical framework in which a science operates. In an applied science like 

medicine it also determines practice—how to diagnose and treat. As Thomas Kuhn demonstrated1, 

paradigms determine the conduct of our sciences, not vice versa. Scientists are inculcated with a 

paradigm during their training and rarely question it. They spend their careers performing “normal 

science”—gathering and interpreting evidence according to the paradigm. If the paradigm is false, 

normal science uncovers anomalies—facts that are inconsistent with the paradigm. Rather than 

question the paradigm, scientists try to force the data to fit the paradigm. Data that cannot be made to 

fit is ignored or re-classified. The paradigm becomes an obstacle to the advance of knowledge. It 

persists, however, until it is replaced by another paradigm—almost always by persons who are outside 

of the academic establishment. The two best known examples of such paradigm change are the 

Copernican and Darwinian revolutions. Paradigm change is thus not merely scientific; it is not the 

outcome of more or better research or data. Paradigm change is an act of philosophical cognition: a 

reinterpretation of the facts according to a different set of assumptions, concepts and theories.  

2 Glandular Disease-Damage Endocrinology 

Endocrinology is more paradigm-dependent than other aspects of medicine for a number of reasons. 

It deals with powerful controller molecules that affect the function of every tissue and organ in various 

ways. Their effects vary greatly according to the individual’s unique physiology. Hormones also have 

powerful and complex interactions. We can only measure the level of a hormone in the blood; we have 

no tests to quantify its effects in the tissues or its interactions with other hormones. In addition, the 

                                                           

1. Kuhn T. The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. Univ. of Chicago (1962). 

Conventional endocrinology is still based upon the old “disease-damage” paradigm.  

Disease-damage of a gland is rare; whereas dysfunction and partial resistance are common. 

The 95%-inclusive population reference ranges can detect only disease-damage.  

The subjects used to produce laboratory reference ranges were not screened for symptoms. 

Laboratory do not define what is optimal for our species or for any individual. 

It is inappropriate to use laboratory ranges as decision limits for diagnosis and treatment. 

Endocrinology must attend to signs and symptoms first, and to free hormone levels second. 
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endocrine system is part of an even more complex neuro-endocrine-immune system. To cope with the 

overwhelming complexity and many unknowns, physicians require organizing and simplifying ideas. 

They require a paradigm. 

In the late 19th and early 20th centuries physicians learned to identify the severe endocrine disorders 

caused by anatomical or histological pathology of the primary gland or hypothalamic-pituitary (HP) 

system. The medical specialty called “endocrinology” still operates within this archaic paradigm. 

Endocrinologists frequently assert that they diagnose only such “true diseases” of the endocrine system. 

They assume that, absent such pathology, the HP system, primary gland, and all other aspects of a 

hormone’s distribution, disposition and effect work perfectly. Nothing could be farther from the truth. 

Today, we know much more about the complexities and fallibilities of the endocrine system.  The HP 

system is fallible and subject to many influences—neurological, toxic, genetic, etc. In many persons, the 

HP system simply fails to sufficiently stimulate the primary gland to maintain optimal hormone levels. 

Even if persons have the same average level of a hormone, the amount of hormone effect that they 

experience can differ markedly. Hormone effect depends upon many other factors—serum transport 

proteins, cell membrane transporters, enzymes within the cell that can activate or deactivate the 

hormone, hormone receptors, receptor-associated proteins, movement of the receptor complex into 

the nucleus and the activation of genes in the nucleus. Any one of these steps may be affected by 

genetic mutations. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) are common. Many persons have multiple 

SNPs that affect their sensitivity to a hormone. So even with an average level of a hormone in the blood, 

a person can suffer from inadequate hormone effect.  

This glandular disease/damage paradigm is based upon an older assumption—Theism. Believing 

physicians assumed that if there were no disease-damage, the endocrine system is functioning as God 

intended and we should not interfere with hormone replacement therapy. The paradigm is also 

supported by modern Science—which dictates that we should only count and measure things; we 

should not use our minds to think about the actual nature and causes of things. We should not think 

about the many ways in which hormone resistance may arise. We should not use our minds to theorize 

that a patient is suffering from insufficient hormone effect absent “hard evidence”. I have exposed the 

origins and limitations of Science in a paper on the philosophical inadequacy of modern physics.2   

3 Reference Range Endocrinology  

So, within this glandular disease-damage paradigm, how do physicians determine if a patient may 

require treatment? They test for the amount of the hormone in the blood. Physicians are generally 

aware that most of the hormone in the blood is bound to proteins and is not free to leave the circulation 

and enter the cells. Persons differ in the amounts of these binding proteins. Therefore the total amount 

of hormone in the blood, including all hormone bound to serum proteins, can be quite misleading. 

Knowledgeable physicians always test for the unbound or free hormone in the serum. Inspite of this 

fact, most physicians still order total serum hormone levels (e.g., total testosterone, total T3, total 

                                                           

2. Lindner HH. On the philosophical inadequacy of modern physics and the need for a theory of space. Cosmos and History (2015) 11(2):136-80.  
Full Text  

http://cosmosandhistory.org/index.php/journal/article/viewFile/392/795
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estradiol, total cortisol, etc.). This error is also due to the persistence of the glandular disease-damage 

paradigm. The physician is not concerned with precision, he is only checking to see if the glands are 

working—that there is not extreme deficiency or excess of the hormone. For that purpose a total 

hormone level is sufficient.  

In what follows, I’ll assume the best case—that physicians are ordering the free hormone tests and 

therefore are testing for the amount of bioavailable hormone in the serum. How does the physician 

decide whether the free hormone level is sufficient for the patient or not?  Within the old paradigm, 

what hormone level will rule out glandular disease-damage? In practice, what physicians rely upon is the 

laboratory’s reference range. Every laboratory reports a serum 

test result with a range. The range has lower and upper limits. 

It is commonly called the “normal” range. If the patient’s level 

is anywhere within the laboratory’s reference range, the level is 

considered “normal” and the physician concludes that the patient has no endocrine disease, i.e., patient 

has sufficient hormone. The physician concludes that the patient’s symptoms cannot be due to any lack 

of hormone signaling or effect and so must have some other cause. He must make another diagnosis: 

e.g., chronic fatigue syndrome, depression, fibromyalgia, anxiety disorder, insomnia, attention-deficit 

disorder, irritable bowel syndrome, etc. He should prescribe drug for this other diagnosis, or refer the 

patient to a specialist. 

This paradigm, which I call “Reference Range Endocrinology” is codified in the professional endocrine 

associations’ guidelines. They routinely specify that a hormone deficiency should not be diagnosed 

unless the level is “unequivocally low”—i.e., below the laboratory’s lower limit for the patient’s age and 

sex. If the level is low, the physician will usually repeat the test. If the second result is within the range, 

even just barely, he will declare that there is no deficiency. Even if the second result is also low, the 

physician may consider it non-significant (“just a little low”). If the level is clearly low on repeated 

testing, then the physician concludes that a disease exists. The physician will often perform imaging or 

other studies to try to find the cause. He will provide hormone supplementation sufficient to normalize 

the level, or at most to raise it to the middle of the reference range. If the level is high, the physician 

should investigate the possibility that a glandular disease exists that is causing excessive hormone 

production. If the test result is “normal”, the 

physician cannot diagnose a hormone deficiency, 

no matter how numerous or severe are the 

patient’s symptoms and no matter where the level 

is within the range. If the level is repeatedly low 

and the physician is forced to diagnose a hormone 

deficiency, he will prescribe only enough hormone to normalize the level—raise it to some point within 

the reference range, or at most to the middle of the range. Consider that it take no intelligence or other 

knowledge whatsoever to follow this simple algorithm. A child or a computer could practice Reference 

Reference Range Endocrinology 
Normal level—no diagnosis 
Low or high level—diagnose and treat 
Treatment=normalize the level 
  

                     

 

Reference Range Endocrinology 
Remnant of disease/damage endocrinology 
Misuses population ranges as diagnostic and 
treatment ranges 
Anti-clinical: Ignores signs and symptoms 
Anti-physiological—ignores biological complexity 
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Range Endocrinology—yet endocrinologists pride themselves on their adherence to this simplistic 

scheme. They consider any physician who deviates from it to be a quack. 

4 Two Kinds of Reference Ranges 

Interestingly, while the professional endocrine association guidelines depend upon the laboratory’s 

reference ranges to determine diagnosis and treatment, they say nothing at all about what those ranges 

are or how they are produced. They have delegated endocrine diagnosis and treatment to the 

anonymous laboratory scientists that determine the reference range at every laboratory. One can hardly 

imagine a more flagrant abandonment of professional responsibility. The “experts” do not question the 

ranges, for if they did so, they would have to face the question of these ranges appropriateness for 

diagnosis and treatment. Any actual scrutiny of the ranges immediately casts doubt on their simplistic 

paradigm.  

Unlike these endocrine authorities, let us ask the vital questions: What are these reference ranges? 

How are they produced? What do they mean? The first problem we encounter is that laboratories 

actually report two kinds of reference ranges: 95%-inclusive population ranges and physician-

adjudicated diagnostic ranges. Adjudicated/diagnostic ranges are set by the opinion of some 

professional organization or committee. Some group of doctors 

have decided that certain levels of the substance are better for 

human health—according to some statistical correlations seen in 

some studies. Laboratory scientists have accepted this group’s opinion and so report the result with the 

adjudicated range, not the population range. Adjudicated ranges are intended to serve as “decision 

limits”.3 If the patient’s level is below or above the adjudicated range, the physician is expected to make 

a diagnosis and provide some treatment in order to normalize the level. Adjudicated ranges are often, 

but not always followed by some statement about the authoritative source of the range. However, 

physicians usually think that the laboratory is just providing some helpful information. Most physicians 

do not realize that only a few ranges are adjudicated and the rest are just broad population statistics.  

The tests that are now reported with adjudicated ranges are mostly metabolic or endocrine: fasting 

glucose, Hemoglobin A1C, Vitamin D3, and cholesterol levels. Physicians are told that these ranges 

define the “standard of care”. If the level is abnormal, the physician is expected, even compelled to do 

something, usually to prescribe a drug. Physicians are even rated by their ability to keep their patients’ 

levels within these ranges. If they do not do so they can be down-rated or even accused of malpractice. 

Therefore, manipulating these decision limits is a fruitful strategy for pharmaceutical corporations.4 For 

instance, a committee of doctors convinced laboratories to reduce the upper limit for LDL cholesterol 

from its 95% population range of around 160mg/dL to just 99mg/dL.5 Many committee members had 

received money from the pharmaceutical corporations that make statin drugs.6 Most adults have LDL 

cholesterol levels that are above 99mg/dL, so physicians are essentially forced to prescribe statin drugs 

                                                           
3 Henny J… Need for revisiting the concept of reference values. Clin Chem Lab Med.  2000 Jul;38(7):589-95. PubMed 
4 Brody H… The inverse benefit law: how drug marketing undermines patient safety and public health. Am J Public Health. 2011 Mar;101(3):399-404. Full Text  
5 Executive summary of the third report of the National Cholesterol Education Program (NCEP) expert panel on detection, evaluation, and treatment of high blood cholesterol in adults (Adult 

Treatment Panel III). JAMA. 2001;285:2486–97. PubMed 
6 Kassirer JP. Why should we swallow what these studies say? Washington Post. August 1, 2004:B3 Article 

Two Kinds of Reference Ranges 
95%-inclusive population ranges 
Adjudicated-diagnostic ranges 
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to most of their adult patients. If they do not treat a patient’s “high” LDL cholesterol level, they will be 

penalized by their hospital, clinic or third-party payer. If the untreated patient has a heart attack they 

could be sued. The predictable result: an explosion in the prescription of statin drugs. The same process 

is at work now in the tightening of reference ranges for the diagnosis of diabetes.7  

Because some endocrine reference ranges are adjudicated, physicians mistakenly assume that all of 

them are; that medical experts have scrutinized all of the ranges reported by laboratories and certified 

that they all represent sufficient levels—normality. They believe that if the level of any substance is 

within range, they don’t have to do anything. They must investigate or act only if the level is low or high. 

The reference-range paradigm over-simplifies all medical practice. It misleads physicians into believing 

that “normal” results mean “nothing is wrong”. This belief is false and such a practice is foolish. There is 

no substitute for medical knowledge or judgment. Even in general medicine there are well-known 

problems with relying on laboratory tests to rule in or rule out various diseases or disorders. Patients 

may have a disease, illness or disorder even though a test results comes back “normal”.  

All hormone levels are reported with population ranges; not adjudicated ranges, yet the 

professional endocrine associations’ guidelines use them as if they are diagnostic and treatment ranges. 

This is a basic error of logic. When endocrinologists are confronted with the statistical nature of the 

ranges upon which they rely, they claim that the population tested was very carefully screened; so that 

the ranges represent the “healthiest of the healthiest”, the most “normal” of “normals”. They are 

mistaken. They have simply not done their research, for if they did they would have to change their 

practice. 

5 What are Population Reference Ranges? 

The reference ranges for all the hormones discussed in this book are population statistics. Laboratory 

scientists report upper and lower limits that include 2 standard deviations (S.D.s) from the mean (the 

average level) of the population that was tested. If the study population was sufficiently large and 

formed an ideal symmetrical bell-shaped curve, as shown below, this statistic includes the middle 95% 

of the population—almost everyone. Only the 2.5% are high or low—outside the range. So in Reference 

Range Endocrinology, a person deserves a diagnosis of a hormone deficiency only if her level is below 

the 2.5% percentile level—only if more than 97.5% of the population has higher levels than she does. 

Such a broad statistical measure might work as a diagnostic range if:  

1. We had some independent way of knowing that only 2.5% of the population had insufficient or 
excessive hormone levels; if we knew that the middle 95% had optimal levels for health and well-
being.  

2. There were vigorous screening of the subjects tested for any signs or symptoms of hormone 
deficiency or excess. 

3. The population formed a perfect symmetrical bell-shaped curve—not skewed toward higher or 
lower values. 

                                                           
7 Choudhry NK… Relationships between authors of clinical practice guidelines and the pharmaceutical industry. JAMA. 2002;287: 612–617. PubMed 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11829700
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4. Every person’s hormone needs were identical; i.e. every person had the same sensitivity; i.e., 
there are no genetic alterations that alter the amount of hormone effect in the tissues. 

5. Every person’s own hormone levels varied over time by as much as the population range.  

None of these requirements are met. The 2.5% cut-off is completely arbitrary. It is an assumption 

related to glandular disease-damage endocrinology. Physicians and laboratory scientists have arbitrarily 

decided that glandular disease is present in less than 5% of the population so they accept this particular 

statistical treatment. The statistical method itself has problems. There are well-known issues with 

calculating 2 S.D.s from the mean. The limits are representative of the population tested only if the 

population forms the “normal” bell-shaped curve. If the population distribution is not symmetrical the 2 

S.D. limits can be highly unrepresentative. For instance, if the population’s values are skewed towards 

the right, the lower limit of the 2 S.D. reference range can be lower than any subject’s actual level. (See 

figure.) This is why some endocrine tests are reported with lower limits of “0” or “undetectable” (e.g., 

female free testosterone, noon saliva cortisol, post-menopausal estradiol). Obviously, having no  

A “normal” population distribution with 2 standard deviations;  
Wikipedia 

On the left is a right-skewed population with 2 standard deviations. On the 
right is a more normally-distributed population 

Fay DS, Gerow K. A biologist's guide to statistical thinking and analysis. 
Wormbook.org  

 

http://www.wormbook.org/chapters/www_statisticalanalysis/statisticalanalysis.html
http://www.wormbook.org/chapters/www_statisticalanalysis/statisticalanalysis.html
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detectable hormone cannot be “normal” physiologically, and certainly not compatible with a good 

quality of life or with long-term health. Laboratory scientists are somewhat aware of these technical 

issues; they sometimes try to improve awkward 2 S.D. ranges with additional statistical manipulations, 

but they cannot correct for the lack of symptom screening or of medical analysis.8  

Notice that there is ambiguity in the use of the term “normal”. For the physician it implies health. For 

the statistician it implies a perfect bell-shaped distribution. Even in its medical use it is ambiguous. Does 

it mean “sufficient” for everyone? Does it mean “optimal”? Does it mean “no glandular disease” or “no 

need to treat”? In fact, it covers a multitude of sins. The word “normal” allows physicians to evade their 

responsibility to use their minds, to weigh all the evidence including the patient’s symptoms, and to 

form a judgment as to the patient’s hormonal status. “Normal” means nothing more than “I don’t have 

to do anything”. Throughout this book, I will generally avoid the use of the word “normal” except when 

referring to the common use: “within the laboratory’s reference range”. I will refer to values above or 

below the reference ranges as “high” or “low”, and values that are low or higher within the reference 

ranges as “low-in-range” and “high-in-range”. Physicians call these levels “low-normal” and “high-

normal”.   

Reference Range Endocrinology attempts to define hormone sufficiency, deficiency and excess with 

numbers. This is illogical, first of all, because there are no such cut-offs in Nature. Hormones act on a 

continuum—with lower levels having less effect and higher levels having more effect.  One cannot draw 

a line and say that any level above this line is optimal, but below it is “disease” and requires treatment. 

Reference ranges do provide important information about what levels exist in the population—but in 

                                                           
8 See discussion: ZRT Laboratory, LLC, ZRT Reference Range Determination. Article (last accessed Jan. 2018). 
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order to use that information wisely we must know how the range was produced. We must also always 

consider human variability. It is true that if the patient’s hormone level is in the upper part of the 

population range then a deficiency of signaling of that hormone is less likely to be causing the patient’s 

symptoms and the physician should look elsewhere first. However, a high-in-range level does not rule 

out a deficiency hormone effect because there are many ways in which resistance to a hormone can 

arise. This is admitted in cases of severe, generalized hormone resistance where levels are very high. 

However those cases are just at the extreme end of a continuum of hormone sensitivity and resistance.   

6 How are Population Ranges Actually Produced? 

We have been talking about the statistical nature of population reference ranges. There is another 

very important question: Who is tested? How is the population chosen? How is a laboratory’s range 

actually produced? The production of a population reference range begins with the test kit 

manufacturer. It must produce a range for the results produced by its testing technology. To get a 

statistically meaningful population range it must test at least 120 persons. The kit manufacturer usually 

tests a group of “apparently healthy” adults, usually employees, friends and relatives. They are screened 

for diseases and medications; but not for signs or symptoms of deficiency or excess of the hormone for 

which they are tested.9,10 For endocrine tests, the subject must not have been diagnosed with a 

deficiency or excess of the hormone and must not be taking the hormone. This rule is, however, not 

followed in the case of thyroid hormone levels, as I will explain in a later chapter. Professional guidelines 

require each laboratory that uses the kit to validate the manufacturer’s range for its own population and 

its own use of the kit by testing 20 “apparently healthy” persons. If no more than 2 of them are outside 

the kit manufacturer’s range, the lab can use the manufacturer’s range as its own.11  What actually 

happens in practice varies from laboratory-to-laboratory and from test-to-test. Often the laboratory’s 

scientist just uses the range suggested by the test kit manufacturer. Worse, to save money laboratories 

sometimes include physician-ordered test results, on patients, for which they were paid. This practice is 

admitted in the case of thyroid hormone levels, as I will discuss in a later chapter. 

The omission of symptom-screening is critical as it means that persons with moderate-to-severe 

hormone deficiencies can be included in the tested population. Persons can be highly symptomatic and 

yet appear healthy. They may even claim that they are 

healthy. Their symptoms may have come on slowly and so 

they have rationalized them as “just getting old”, or being 

lazy, or not getting enough sleep, or not exercising 

enough, or not eating right, etc. They may have had a 

relative hormone deficiency for most of their lives. They may be unaware that most persons feel much 

better than they do. Therefore persons with hormone deficiencies a various degrees are included in the 

                                                           
9 Lazarou S… Wide variability in laboratory reference values for serum testosterone. J Sex Med. 2006 Nov;3(6):1085-9. PubMed 
10 Authoritative laboratory guidelines do not call for screening for symptoms, and neither have I found any mention of screening for symptoms in any test kit manufacturer’s or laboratory’s 

account of how their range was produced.    
11Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI), Defining, Establishing, and Verifying Reference Intervals in the Clinical Laboratory; Approved Guideline—Third Edition (C28-A3), November 

2008. 

Hormone Reference Ranges 
95%-inclusive population ranges 
No screening for symptoms of deficiency 
Age-adjusted—lower ranges with older age 
Deficiency  = only the lowest 2.5% of pop. 
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subjects chosen for reference range determinations.12 These symptom-unscreened ranges are actually 

no different than what one would produce if one tested the first 120 adults that arrived at a 

supermarket one day and declared all to be “normal” except the 3 persons with the lowest or the 

highest levels. 

Furthermore, because the levels of many hormones decline with age, those hormone levels are 

reported with age-adjusted population reference ranges, usually sorted by decade. The ranges were 

produced by studying subjects between 41 and 50 years old, and between 51 and 60 years old, etc. Thus 

the patient’s level is reported with the lower range found in persons of his age. This practice takes no 

account of what levels are optimal for health or well-being. It simply presents what is present in 95% of 

persons of that age. This again exposes the glandular disease-damage paradigm. What the physician is 

looking for are those few persons who have endocrine disease—such that their levels or lower than 95% 

of their age-peers.    

7 Population Ranges vs. Individual Needs 

  The lack of symptom-screening is evident in the tremendous breadth of the endocrine population 

reference ranges (See insert.)  The lower and upper limits differ by factors of 2 to 5. Thus persons can be 

“normal” even though their levels are 1/2 to 1/5th of those other “normals” who are at the higher end of 

the range. One’s AM saliva cortisol will be considered “normal” even if it’s just 1/30th that of other 

“normals”. It is not possible that any hormone level 

within such broad ranges can be sufficient, let alone 

optimal for either the species as a whole or for any 

individual. Consider that if a person has a “low-normal” 

free T4, the physician could double the FT4 and the 

patient would still be “normal”. A man with low-in-range 

testosterone or cortisol levels could have his levels quadrupled with hormone replacement, and still be 

“normal”. I assure you, such drastic changes in hormone levels can have profound effects upon a 

person’s physiology and symptomatology.  

Relying on a test and its population reference range is indefensible for other reasons. Any individual’s 

hormone levels vary significantly over brief periods of time. Day-to-day differences in testosterone, 

estradiol, cortisol and DHEAS levels in men exceed 18-28% about half the time and 27-54% about a 

quarter of the time.13 So a person suffering from a hormone deficiency, whose levels are often below 

the range, may have a “normal” level at times. Yet even with this amount of variation, each person’s 

thyroid, testosterone and cortisol levels vary less over time than the full breadth of the population 

range. Their HP system has a “set point” that keeps their levels within a range that is narrower than the 

population range. The difference between the breadth of the individual’s range and that of the 

population range is called “degree of individuality”. The degree of individuality in plasma hormones is so 

                                                           
12 See example of an extremely hypothyroid person discovered among “apparently healthy” persons and thereafter excluded from the range in: Thienpont LM... IFCC Working Group on 

Standardization of Thyroid Function Tests. Report of the IFCC Working Group for Standardization of Thyroid Function Tests; part 2: free thyroxine and free triiodothyronine. Clin Chem. 
2010;56:912-20, PubMed Supplemental Data 2 

13 Brambilla DJ… Intraindividual variation in levels of serum testosterone and other reproductive and adrenal hormones in men. Clin Endocrinol (Oxf). 2007 Dec;67(6):853-62. PubMed 

95% Population Ranges for Hormones 
Male free testosterone:          35 to 155pg/ml 
Female free testosterone:      0.2 to 6.4pg/ml 
Free thyroxine (T4):                  0.8 to 1.8ng/dl 
Free triiodothyronine (T3):     2.0 to 4.4pg/ml 
AM serum cortisol:                     5 to 25mcg/dl 
AM saliva cortisol:                0.02 to 0.6mcg/dl         

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20395623
http://www.clinchem.org/content/suppl/2010/03/30/clinchem.2009.140194.DC1/clinchem.2009.140194-2.pdf
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18052942
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great that conventional population-based reference ranges cannot identify major deviations from a 

person’s usual hormone levels.14 For instance, a person with may seek medical attention for hypothyroid 

symptoms and have “normal” FT4 and FT3 levels, but in the lower third of the ranges. If her levels had 

been in the upper third of the ranges previously, these low-in-range levels may represent 

hypothyroidism for her. 

One reason that doctors are unaware of this problem of individuality in hormone tests is that the 

vast majority of tests that they look at every day are metabolic parameters that have narrow ranges and 

low degrees of individuality. For instance the 95% population range for serum sodium is 135 to 

145meq/l. This is much narrower than any hormone range, and any individual’s sodium level can vary 

from the bottom to the top of this range over time (low degree of individuality). A person’s level can 

even be a bit high or low at times without causing any problems. The same is true of other electrolytes, 

kidney function tests, liver function tests, blood counts, etc. Doctors have learned that if these low-

individuality tests are “normal” they have almost certainly excluded disease, and that even if they are a 

bit high or low disease is unlikely. They carry this attitude over to the broader-ranged, high-individuality 

hormone tests. So they pay no attention to where the hormone level is within the reference range (i.e., 

whether near the top or the bottom) and will often ignore a level that is just “a little low”.  They think 

that any hormone level, anywhere within the range, is normal, therefore sufficient, therefore optimal 

and requires no diagnosis or therapy.  

Furthermore, every laboratory test is complicated and fallible. Results can be altered by the 

laboratory technician’s technique, by equipment issues, and by various patient-specific factors. The tests 

for free hormone levels, the levels that matter the most, are particularly difficult to perform. Free 

hormone levels done on the same blood but by different methods can yield markedly different results. 

Thus, tests of the total and free levels of a hormone do not always accurately convey what is in the 

blood; let alone what is in the tissues. Most importantly, they do not convey the amount of hormone 

signaling and effect in the various tissues of the body. Tests of hormone levels are even more difficult to 

interpret when the person is replacing the hormone. Then the result depends upon the timing of the 

test from last dose, the route of delivery and other factors. A certain level with supplementation will 

usually have different physiological effects than the same level with endogenous production. 

Furthermore, because the levels of many hormones decline with age, they are usually reported with 

age-adjusted population ranges, with lower ranges for older persons. Age-related ranges are even 

farther removed from what is physiologically optimal. For instance, for a postmenopausal woman, no 

detectable estradiol and almost no testosterone are both “normal”. A testosterone level that is 

“normal” for an older man is “low” for a younger man. The IGF-1 range for older persons goes down to 

levels that are seen in persons with pituitary damage and who make no growth hormone whatsoever. 

So no growth hormone production is “normal” when we’re old. Since aging is deleterious, this practice 

of using age-related ranges lacks any medical justification. The age-relate ranges provide information 

                                                           
14 Maes M… Components of biological variation, including seasonality, in blood concentrations of TSH, TT3, FT4, PRL, cortisol and testosterone in healthy volunteers.  Clin Endocrinol (Oxf). 

1997 May;46(5):587-98. PubMed 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9231055
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about that age group, but deciding what do with that information requires knowledge and 

understanding, and must include the patient’s symptoms and the patient’s values. 

Consider that, because the population tested to create the reference range was not screened for 

symptoms of hormone deficiency, the range represents 95% of the general population, almost 

everyone. So it is not surprising that the test almost always comes back “normal”; it was designed to do 

so 95% of the time. Since hormone tests almost always come back “normal”, physicians stop thinking 

about the possibility that their patients’ symptoms are endocrine in origin. They conclude that a 

person’s relative hormone level has no effect upon their health or quality of life. They eventually stop 

ordering hormone levels. 

8 Beyond Reference Range Endocrinology 

So summarize, endocrinology is now operating upon this set of assumptions:  

1. The endocrine system functions perfectly unless there is obvious disease or damage affecting the 
primary gland or hypothalamic-pituitary system (i.e. there is no such thing as dysfunction of an intact 
endocrine system).  

2. Since disease/damage of the endocrine system is rare, laboratory ranges that include the middle 95% 
of any “apparently healthy” population define “normal”—not requiring diagnosis or treatment. Only 
the lowest and highest 2.5% of the population might have disease.   

3. When a disease of the endocrine system exists, the physician should provide enough hormone to 
“normalize” the level, perhaps raise it to the middle of the population range.15  

Each of these assumptions and conclusions is demonstrably false. So why does Reference Range 

Endocrinology persist? It is a matter of ignorance and fear. The writers of the practice guidelines issued 

by professional endocrine associations are trying to provide rules that any doctor can follow, without 

thinking. They also want to assure that no patients will prescribed a hormone that they don’t need; and 

no patients will ever be given more hormone than they need, even temporarily. The medical profession 

considers hormones to be dangerous drugs (See later chapter.) Doctors believe that they must adhere to 

the professional associations’ guidelines or risk losing their specialty certification or medical license. 

They fear that they could be sued if a patient develops any health problem that could be blamed on 

hormone replacement. I discuss the legal impediments to the practice of clinical endocrinology in an 

appendix. 

This paradigm persists because endocrinologists have not thought about it seriously, nor have they 

attempted to create a rational alternative. They simply do not know how what they would do if they 

abandon this paradigm. They would have to start practicing the clinical endocrinology as described in 

this book. They would have to consider all of the known and unknown complexities of the endocrine 

system and the uniqueness of each individual. They would have to use their minds. They would have to 

live with uncertainty. They would have to listen to patients, think about possible causes of the patients’ 

                                                           
15 In the treatment of central hypothyroidism and male hypogonadism, guidelines call for raising the free T4 and testosterone levels to the middle of the reference ranges. This concession 

illustrates the illogical, arbitrary nature of Reference Range Endocrinology. If a symptomatic person who is “unequivocably low” (2.5th percentile or less) deserves to be given mid-range 
levels (50th percentile), what about a person with the same symptoms but a low-normal level (5th percentile)? Why should one be raised to the 50th percentile and the other not treated at 
all?   
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symptoms, and try to help their patients with trials of hormone supplementation. They would have to 

step out of their comfortable box and into the unknown—without a guide for the new practice. I have 

written this book to provide that guide.  

The glandular disease-damage, reference-range paradigm works only to diagnose certain severe 

hormone deficiencies and provide some treatment. It fails to diagnose or treat the majority of persons 

suffering from relative hormone deficiencies. It ignores the patient’s signs and symptoms in both 

diagnosis and treatment. It diagnoses and treats hormone deficiencies in isolation from other hormones. 

Major hormones are even delegated to other specialties (e.g., gonadal steroids to gynecologists and 

urologists, corticosteroids to rheumatologists). The result is a fragmented endocrinology that prevents 

physicians from understanding these major hormones’ effects and interactions. Physicians pursue this 

simplistic laboratory-based scheme without regard for the patient’s signs or symptoms. They consider 

this to good “conservative” endocrinology. To adhere to this scheme, endocrinologists must refuse to 

think about the actual functioning of the endocrine system. They must also ignore all individual 

variations in hormone sensitivity. They must ignore all the information we have about the role of 

optimal hormone signaling for both quality of life and long-term health. Finally, they must ignore the 

patient’s symptoms. Reference Range Endocrinology is, in effect, a refusal to practice endocrinology.  

Reference Range Endocrinology relieves the physician of all responsibility to think, to learn, or to try 

to help patients. He never has to ponder the possibility that the patient’s symptoms may be due to a 

relative hormone deficiency, imbalance or resistance. He doesn’t have to admit his ignorance. He 

doesn’t have to review any scientific literature looking for answers. He doesn’t have to wonder if he 

might be able to help a suffering patient with hormone optimization. When he does decide to treat, he 

doesn’t have to figure out what the patient’s responses to the hormone mean. He doesn’t have to try to 

see if he can get better results for the patient by adjusting the dose, or by optimizing the levels and 

effect of other hormones. His job is easy: just “normalize” the test results and blame all persisting 

symptoms on something else. The result is that he does not learn endocrinology. 

9 Meaningful Reference Ranges 

Even though hormone levels and their reference ranges cannot replace clinical judgment, we need 

some indicator of what is sufficient for most members of our species. We can and should produce better 

endocrine ranges, ones that better represent human health. How can we do so? To start with, the use of 

any physician-ordered tests on untreated or treated patients must be forbidden (e.g. TSH-normal 

patients). Secondly, all subjects included in 

reference range determinations must be carefully 

screened for signs and symptoms of deficiency or 

excess of the hormone being studied. Only 

symptom-free, perfectly healthy and vigorous non-

patients should be tested to produce reference ranges. For instance, male total and free testosterone 

ranges should be based upon males of age 20 to 30 who have no symptoms of testosterone deficiency 

whatsoever—i.e. no depression, fatigue, anxiety, cognitive dysfunction, insomnia, loss of spontaneous 

Proper Endocrine Reference Ranges 
No physician-ordered tests 
Careful screening for signs and symptoms  
80/20 percentile limites instead of 97.5/2.5. 
Adjudication: inclusion of scientific evidence 
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erections, reduced libido, erectile dysfunction, inability to gain muscle mass and strength with exercise, 

etc. Likewise the ranges for thyroid hormones and cortisol should also exclude all persons with any signs 

or symptoms of deficiencies of these hormones (fatigue, cognitive dysfunction, anxiety, achiness, cold 

intolerance, gastrointestinal complaints, etc.). Since the symptoms of many hormone deficiencies 

overlap, it would  most efficient to identify a group of 120 or more young persons whose health and 

functionality are ideal; who have no symptoms of any hormone deficiencies and no evidence of any 

compensatory behaviors (e.g. lotioning their skin every day to avoid dryness, taking supplements to 

avoid constipation, etc.). Such a group could be used to produce the ranges for all hormones.  

However, even screening out all persons with symptoms doesn’t guarantee a range that defines what 

is optimal for our species, or for any given person. There is an extensive literature demonstrating the 

long-term health benefits of higher rather than lower hormone levels of some hormones, within the 

population ranges. This literature could inform the production of adjudicated ranges for persons of 

various ages and for untreated vs. treated persons. We may find it best, for some hormones, to use a 

tighter 80/20 population range, rather than the current broad 97.5/2.5 range. However, even the best-

produced ranges must be interpreted in the light of the large variability among persons in their 

sensitivity to, and therefore their need for a given hormone. We must also consider all that is known 

about our evolutionary past and current situation. For instance, we know that male testosterone levels 

have been steadily declining, probably due to endocrine-disrupting chemicals. So even the best-

produced testosterone population range that we can produce today may not represent what is optimal.  
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We need better ranges, however, due to the complexity and variability of human physiology, even 

the most carefully-produced reference ranges cannot replace clinical endocrinology. For instance, even 

if a hormone level is below a tighter reference range it does not mean that patient must take the 

hormone, especially not if the patient is asymptomatic. The physician must use clinical judgment in all 

instances. He must consider all aspects of the patients’ life and health, and also consider the patient’s 

wishes. The physician and patient must decide together whether the benefits of hormone optimization 

will be worth the costs. They may decide together whether to begin a trial of hormone supplementation, 

optimized for that person, in order to see what benefits may occur. Hormones are not drugs (see later 

chapter), so marked improvements with the optimization of a hormone’s levels/effects are proof that a 

relative deficiency of hormone effect had existed. This is clinical endocrinology. 

10 Stimulation-Test Endocrinology 

The glandular disease-damage paradigm has placed additional barriers to the diagnosis of some 

hormone deficiencies. In the cases of cortisol and growth hormone deficiencies, endocrinologists know 

that a serum level is not reliable. Cortisol secretion is dynamic, greatly affected by the amount of stress 

at the moment. Growth hormone is secreted in bursts during sleep and levels are low during the day. 

They are also reluctant to prescribe these two “dangerous” hormones, so they have placed the bar for 

diagnosis even higher. The person must be unable to make a “normal” level of the hormone under 

maximal artificial stimulation. They will not diagnose cortisol deficiency unless the patient fails an ACTH 

stimulation test—i.e. unless the adrenal glands are incapable of producing a high-in-range (high-normal) 

morning cortisol level when maximally stimulated by an injection of ACTH. They want proof that the 

adrenal glands are very weak—as they would be if they or the HP system are diseased or damaged. If 

the glands can produce a high-in-range AM cortisol levels with maximal artificial stimulation, they 

conclude that the person has no cortisol deficiency. This is illogical. Passing this test does not imply that 

the person makes enough cortisol naturally—all day, every day. Indeed, the only persons who fail this 

test are those with long-standing, nearly complete adrenal gland or HP failure. Likewise endocrinologists 

restrict the diagnosis of growth hormone deficiency to persons who fail not one, but two non-

physiological stimulation tests. These stimulation tests satisfy the physician’s psychological need for 

proof; they relieve him of the responsibility of dealing with uncertainty and of using his clinical 

judgment. However, these tests have no relevance to clinical endocrinology. The patient does not exist 

by injecting stimulants every day to maintain their hormone levels. What matters are the hormone’s 

levels, and most importantly the hormone’s effects that are produced by the patient’s own production 

and effect system, day-in and day-out. 

11 The Scientific and Ethical Necessity of Clinical Endocrinology 

We require a new paradigm. We require new restorative, interventional endocrinology. Such a 

paradigm is actually as old as medicine itself. Doctors have always had to rely upon their theory-making 

ability—and even more so when accurate tests were not available. Indeed, we still know far less than we 
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think. A serum level does not tell us what is happening within cells—how much hormone-effect is 

actually being produced in every tissue. Therefore we must practice clinical endocrinology. 

Clinical medicine is “the study and practice of medicine in relation to the actual patient; the art of 

medicine as distinguished from laboratory science”.
16

 To practice clinical medicine is to acknowledge 

that the human body is much more complex than we understand and that individuals vary greatly in 

their response to any given medical condition or therapy. Physicians cannot robotically follow published 

guidelines17 or merely normalize certain tests. They must consider all relevant data and they must use 

their clinical judgment. They must also admit their ignorance. They must create and test theories 

regarding the cause of the patient’s signs, symptoms and test results. They must use therapeutic trials as 

necessary to both determine what is wrong and to ameliorate the patient’s suffering and disability. They 

must continuously strive to produce the best possible result for every patient. 

The glandular disease-damage, reference range paradigm was appropriate in endocrinology’s 

infancy—when there were few physicians and little knowledge. Physicians had to concentrate on the 

obvious severe cases. Today it is an anachronism. In developed countries we now have much higher 

physician-to-patient ratios. Physicians have the time and resources necessary to provide individualized 

endocrine diagnosis and treatment. Patients are also much better informed and are demanding such 

care. We live in the era of evolutionary molecular biology. We know much more about the genetics, 

complexity and fallibility of the endocrine system. We know better than to presume that every person’s 

endocrine system functions perfectly absent obvious glandular disease or damage. HP dysfunction and 

hormone resistance are common, not rare. Endocrine deficiencies are universal with aging. Single-

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are common and can affect every aspect of hormone production, 

transport, reception and effect. Anything that can go wrong does go wrong. In fact, the endocrine 

system is inherently imperfect—the result of evolutionary compromises and accidents. Our thyroidal 

system evolved to cope with chronic starvation, not chronic overfeeding. Menopause is adaptive for the 

species, but deleterious for women. The pre-programmed aging and death of every individual is 

adaptive for the species, permitting genetic change. Population ranges describe only what exists; they 

do not define what is optimal for the species, let alone for any individual. All of this knowledge and 

understanding is outside the old paradigm. We require a new Endocrinology that is able to diagnose all 

types and degrees of insufficient hormone effect and that is competent to optimize hormone levels and 

effects and assure balance among the hormones. We require an endocrinology that actually tries to 

optimize patients’ health and quality of life.  

 

 

                                                           

16. Stedman’s Medical Dictionary. Philadelphia, PA: Lippincott, Williams &Wilkins (2006). 
17 Toft AD. Thyroid hormone replacement - a counterblast to guidelines. J R Coll Physicians Edinb 2017; 47: 307–9 Full Text 

http://www.rcpe.ac.uk/sites/default/files/jrcpe_47_4_toft.pdf

